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Figh Al-Hadith jurisprudence reviews the text of news and hadiths and offers rules
that can be better understood the traditions of the Prophet (peace be upon him) and
the Imams (as). Sheikh Sadduqh (Ra) is one of the great Shiite scholars who has
studied the Figh Al-hadith in his works. In the field of hadith in general and in the
field of hadith criticism in particular, he has metrics and criteria that incorporate
approaches and models as a roadmap and a model for his work. Narratives have been
plagued by divisions and conflicts as a result of forgery or neglect or oral narration
and the disappearance of narratives and other factors. This has led Sheikh Sadduqh
to try to resolve them in various ways, and he has used various methods for resolving
conflicts in his book, which have been reported in this study. As it turned out, Sheikh
Sadduqh has focused on many jurisprudential points in his book, one of the most
important of which is dealing with the conflict and narrating disputes, while devising
and presenting numerous possibilities and possibilities in this field. He has attempted
to summarize the reasons between them when the narrations are in conflict, and to
actually reject them in the least. In fact, by gathering similar and concurrent hadiths
together, the Sheikh made it possible to observe the conflict of narrations more than
ever before, and finally he was able to discern their apparent and real differences,
the divisions of the versions, the general and specific, the constraints, the cases of
taqiyyeh ... Find out.
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